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1 folder. 8 items. 1871-1900?. Originals.

1969.36.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD
SC  EDUCATION     1871-1900?
267

Teachers’ certificates, 1874-1875 (3), issued
to Amanda L. and C. S. Arnold for the first and
second grades in the Kentucky counties of Henry
and Oldham; and school essays written by Wanda
Lee Arnold at Eminence College, 1871 (1), and
by Bell Mason (1) and Essica Maye Ransdell(1).
1 folder. 8 items. Originals.
1969.36.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Tanner, Amanda L. – Relating to
Arnold, Charles S. – Relating to
Arnold family
Certificates – Teachers, 1874, 1875
Eminence College
Essays
Mason, Bell
Ransdell, Essica Maye
Teachers and teaching – Certification – Henry County, 1874
Teachers and teaching – Certification – Oldham County, 1875
SEE and SEE ALSO

Tanner, Amanda L. (Arnold)
   See:
      Arnold, Amanda L.
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